“The hearing ear, and the seeing eye, the LORD hath made even both of them.” Proverbs 20:12

Dr David Menton
The Hearing Ear and the Seeing Eye

AT OUR JANUARY MEETING WILL BE SHOWN The Hearing Ear & the Seeing Eye—on the DSA big-screen projector. This unique presentation received a standing ovation at the Answers in Genesis Creation 2003 conference. Anatomist Dr. David Menton* (a former medical school professor of DSA president Dr. Keith Swenson) will escort us on a journey into the marvelous intricacies of the human ear and eye, each of which have the clear stamp of the Creator and leave skeptics speechless!

This movie’s technical information level is approximately teenage to adult, and will be shown in two parts, including a discussion following, with Keith Swenson and Steve Hayley.

THIS MONTH’S DSA MEETING WILL BE HELD on Saturday, January 21, 2006, from 9 to 11:30 AM. Be sure to “hear” and “see” this cutting-edge presentation!

*David Menton earned a Ph.D. in cell biology from Brown University. He served as a biomedical research technician at Mayo Clinic and then as an associate professor of anatomy at Washington University School of Medicine (St Louis). For almost two decades he has been profiled in American Men and Women of Science—a Biographical Directory of Today’s Leaders in Physical, Biological and Related Sciences. Dr. Menton is a popular lecturer throughout the United States and Canada on the creation-evolution controversy.
Call for RATE Project Speakers

ICR has recently published a couple of books and videos detailing the long-awaited results of their RATE project, and DSA has decided to schedule two presentations on the subject, the first being in April of this year.

We are currently looking for individuals who would be willing to speak for 15 to 30 minutes on one or more aspects of the RATE project. If you are interested, please e-mail Brandon Church: brandonchurch@hotmail.com or speak to him at the January meeting.

Elections this Meeting

An election for Design Science Association will be held this month. Current members may vote for board member and officer positions.

The ballotting will take place directly following the January meeting, at Rolling Hills Community Church.
• Over 25 amazing colorful illustrations
• See how huge these colossal creatures really were (and some still are), when compared to familiar objects like school buses and scuba divers!
• Learn about some of the menacing monsters that have been found to still inhabit the earth today—and there may be more!
• The text follows a biblical, creationist time-line and presents a fascinating new possibility about Leviathan as mentioned in the Book of Job

A recent addition to the creationist “by design” series, Universe by Design, is a detailed look at cosmologies—from the ancient Greeks to current ideas about the universe, its beginnings and makeup.

Many diagrams and illustrations help explain the concepts. Included is a thorough discussion of the big-bang theory. Ages high school through adult.

Retail price: $16.00
DSA price: $12.00

Both in stock at DSA Booktable
Northwest Creation Conference 2006
Saturday, February 4th • Sunday, February 5th
Columbia Conference Center, Holiday Inn Portland Airport
8439 NE Columbia Boulevard • Portland, OR

In what looks to be an excellent two-day event, the 19th Annual Northwest Creation Conference, presented by Creation Science Ministries of Oregon, will include well known speakers Dr. Jobe Martin, Dr. Thomas Kindell and Dr. Donald Chittick. **Note:** this is an early-in-month conference—call or check website for pre-registration details!

**For much more info call: 503-590-8327**
**Or check website at: www.creationnw.org**

Also New at DSA Booktable:

**Considered not only a literary classic, but also an accurate historical reference from Creation to A.D. 70, The Annals of the World has for the first time been translated into modern English from the original Latin text. This treasure trove of material also contains many human interest stories from the original historical documents, collected by devoted Christian historian and scholar Archbishop James Ussher. Precisely dated and referenced, this is more than just a fascinating book; it’s a book of history.**

**Retail: $70.00 ... but selling (at DSA meetings only) for the stupendous, unbelievable price of: $40.00!**

See and hear the radioisotopic evidence for a young earth!

Evolution and modern science have questioned the Biblical account of Creation for years, and now compelling new scientific research challenges these dating techniques. This new DVD: Thousands...Not Billions is the ultimate multimedia resource for any family, student or teacher’s library. Loaded with detailed animations, illustrations and photos, this documentary summarizes the findings and amazing discoveries of the Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth (RATE) Project at the Institute for Creation Research. Included are interviews with each of the ICR RATE team scientists.

**Retail: $19.95 ... DSA: $15.00**

For much more info call: 503-590-8327
Or check website at: www.creationnw.org

Much-in-demand speaker Jobe Martin will host three sessions.